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Abstract
We demonstrate both analytically and numerically that mode couplings play
an important role in the nonlinear evolution of alpha particle driven Alfvin wave
instabilities. The mode coupling process is characterized by a beat between two lin-
early unstable Alfvdn waves having opposite frequencies, which generates a linearly
stable, static (zero frequency) mode. The back reaction of the static mode tends
to stabilize the Alfvdn wave instabilities by (1) eliminating the phase shift between
the alpha particle pressure response and the Alfvdn fluctuations, and (2) modifying
the alpha density profile in a way that leads to wave damping.
PACS Nos. 52.35.Mw, 52.25.Gj, 52.35.Qj
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The nonlinear behavior of alpha particle driven Alfvin wave instabilities has
been of considerable interest recently as it is closely related to the problem of alpha
particle confinement in a burning plasma1 . Here, we report studies of a nonlinear
saturation mechanism not previously explored. This nonlinear mechanism involves a
beat between two linearly unstable Alfvin waves having opposite frequencies, which
generates a linearly stable, static (zero frequency) mode. It corresponds to strong
$ x B trapping of resonant alphas in the test particle picture2 , and is expected to
play a dominant role in the low shear region of a tokamak and certain stellarators.
In the following, we first describe the model equations and simulation results. Then,
a nonlinear analytical calculation is presented.
Our model consists of a fluid description of the background plasma and a kinetic
description of the energetic alpha particles. The fluid equations that describe the
plasma (Alfvin wave) dynamics are:
U+ e1 X A# - =v(ell + VO X611 ) . VJll + ell X Kc - #VP + PVL (1)
+ e- x V0 - V = -e - V4+ r7V2_ (2)
where U = V2j, i1 = -V24, 4 and 4 are the fluctuating electrostatic and mag-
netic potentials, e' is a unit vector in the direction of unperturbed magnetic field
Bo, K-c is the curvature vector of B0, P1 is the alpha particle pressure, VA is the
Alfvin speed, p and t7 are the background plasma viscosity and resistivity, respec-
tively. The above equations have been written in a normalized form in which -
and t are normalized to p1, and w; 1 , respectively, e is normalized to T, /qa, 0 is
normalized to pQBo, pc. = v,/Q,, v,, = /TV/m , Q. = q.B/m.c, and T., q, and
mc are the alpha temperature, charge, and mass, respectively.
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The alpha particle dynamics is described by a drift kinetic equation:
Of a d! Ofa de Of
+ - .- + = 0(3)&t dt OY dt &
where the alpha particle guiding center characteristics are:
di-. -.
Tt= VIIell+ Vd + e-11x + V/ xell (4)
de
= v Ell + -Z (5)
Vd = (v2 + 2L -IxE = v 2, E = - V , and Ell = -r/V2to. Again, Eqs.(4) and
(5) are written in the normalized form. The above descriptions are self-consistent in
the sense that the fluctuation and particle dynamics are treated on an equal footing.
To elucidate the basic physics, the simulation is carried out in a shearless slab
with Bo = Bo(e- +sin64-), and a wave vector k = ke- +k, 1 4. The fluid equations
are solved on a 2-D 64x64 spatial grid with a grid size Ax = pa. 512x128 particles
which are initially loaded exponentially in x and as a Maxwellian in vll are pushed
according to their guiding center drift. For simplicity, the perpendicular velocity
of each particle vj is set equal to zero, thus the simulation is close to an Alfvin
instability driven by an energetic ion beam. The plasmas are periodic in y and
bounded by conducting wall at x=O and Lx. The simulation parameters used are:
Na/Ne = 0.01, TIrTe = 100, ma /mi = 4, qa/e = 2, pa/ Lu = 0.02, pa / Lc = 0.002,
6=0.2, #,=0.02, T = T,, and p = r= 0.01. The simulation is run for a total of
15000 time steps with each time step At = .
First, we show contour plots for and 4 at two different times twa=5000
and twa=15000 in Figs.1 and 2, respectively to illustrate the change in fluctuation
structures. In both figures, the fluctuations are dominated only by a number of
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macro modes with a spatial scale of the size of the simulation domain. At tw, =
5000, e is dominated by modes (1,±1), and a is a mixture of modes (1,±1) and
(2,0), with (1,±1) being dominant, where (m,n) are the wave numbers in the x and
y direction, respectively. At tw0 =15000, however, both q and are dominated by
modes with ky = 0 (thus zero frequency). is composed primarily of the (2,0)
mode, while q is a combination of (1,0) and (2,0) with (1,0) being dominant. At
this time, the fluctuation is dominated by the (2,0) mode which is composed mainly
of a magnetic component. The appearance of the (2,0) mode in the 0 structure is
a manifestation of the nonlinear process of mode couplings because this mode is
linearly stable since it has no coupling to the alpha particles. The change in the
mode structure can strongly affect the particle orbit. The resonant alphas which
follow the constant contours tend to be trapped (E x B- trapping) by fluctuations
in Fig.1, but detrapped by fluctuations in Fig.2.
Next, we show the changes in the alpha density profile due to the Alfvin
fluctuations in Fig.3. The solid curve is the alpha density profile at twQ=8000,
while the dotted curve is that at twQ = 0. It shows a transport of the alphas from
the high density (core) region to the lower density (outer) region, which is induced
by the strong E x B convection of the resonant alphas along the constant e contours.
In the late stage of the evolution, since the flow pattern becomes almost a straight
line along y direction (Fig.2), the alpha density profile observed thereafter remains
unchanged from that shown in Fig.3.
Finally, the temporal evolution of the total fluctuation energy is shown in Fig.4.
The fluctuation energy first grows exponentially, saturates at about twa = 7100 and
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then experiences a decay. The saturation is induced by the mode couplings arising
from the E x B convection of the resonant alphas. The decay is due to the change in
the alpha density profile which tends to damp the linearly unstable modes (1,t1).
The reason for the fast decay stems from our choosing a strong instability (-y < w)
in the simulation.
To understand the simulation results, we proceed with analytical calculations.
First, we look at the fluid equations. We fourier transform and i: [ , ] =
, -Iexpji - X}. Based on the simulation results, we keep only three dom-
inant macro modes denoted by: k+ = (1, 1), k- = (1, -1), and ko = (2,0) in the
expansion. Due to the conducting wall boundary condition at x = 0 and x = L,
the modes k+ and are related through: - ,and - Intro-
ducing new variables P = VAt, and WA = klvA, the dynamic equations for modes
ko and k+ are:
0 . -. (k2 - k )
ho, =(eii k+ x k + k -) (6)
e k+ x k-)(Ok+ - -(7)
~ 
.. 4 x . +,L A _ x 
(
+ - A+iw7 + (eli - + x k-)( - - _-) (9)
The above equations can be solved by treating mode ko as a perturbation.
Linearizing Eqs.(8) and (9), we have: E+ +P/w) k, and w = wi + iy, where
WI = ±wA+ is the linear mode frequency, yi = [(e-1 x -c -+)/2k2]Im(6b ) is the linear
growth rate, and 6 is the alpha pressure response defined by: Pe = 6c4. Lin-4 k+ 4~k
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ear analyses3- 6 indicate that the Alfvin wave with wj = -WAis unstable. Substi-
tuting these linear relations into Eqs.(6) and (7), we have: = 0 (since k2 = k2),
and 3E, = i(e'll - k+x k-)(A2/+. This explains why, in the final stage, the
fluctuations are dominated by the magnetic component of mode ko.
The back reaction of mode Io on mode k+ is obtained by substituting E,, and
E,, back into Eqs.(8) and (9). The nonlinear dispersion relations obtained are:
2 [ (k2 + k2_ - ko) ( i -i- x k -)2 2W,. = WA[1+ + k 2 +2 +
+ A
and the growth rate remains the same as in the linear case. Thus, the fluid type
mode couplings merely induce a frequency up-shift7 , and do not affect the stability
of the Alfvin waves. But they do change the fluctuation structures.
Next, we investigate mode couplings arising from particle motion in the Alfvgn
fluctuations. We decompose fa as f" = foo + Po, where fof and Pa are the un-
perturbed and perturbed part of fc. We fourier transform fc, and keep only the
three dominant macro modes k+, k- and ko. The dynamic equations for these three
modes can be obtained from Eqs.(3)-(5):
= 2i(el - k+ x k-)Im[f!(E - vi +)*] (10)
-. ~ -- Ok -. ~ ~ ) - . ~ B 'fo
i(w+ -vlkll+ - k+)f =i[(e| x k+VfO -vII)-(Vkd
+(e x ko k-)(OEk - vllE()foL
+(el x k- -o)(LE - VIIf__ )f (11)
Substituting the linearized f? from Eq.(11) into Eq.(10), we obtain f?
= -i(-)(s'i x k+ . w-)(wi - vlk+- Vd '+
6d 'Vk+21qE1aflx (GO+(+ - W*)
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which is induced by the E x B convection of the resonant alphas.
Substituting f? back into Eq.(11), we obtain a nonlinear f2 , which is used
to obtain R , thereby the nonlinear alpha growth rate. The result is:
2 Ok+ 12 )2) (12y7n = Y[1( - - k+ x k-)2 ((dk +) 2  (2
where yj is the linear alpha growth rate given elsewhere8 , and ((k -+/w+)2) is a
velocity space average over the resonant alphas.
The back reaction of f? on the unstable mode manifests itself as a reduction
to the phase shift between the alpha particle pressure response and the Alfvin
fluctuations, and thereby to the linear growth rate. The saturation is obtained if
(e1 -k+ x k-)+((Vd k+) 2 ). ~1yr (13)
which leads to the saturation level Br/Bo ~ (y,/w)(k 1 /kr)(W/wd), where wd = Vd- 'k.
For the resonant alphas, the quantity on the left hand side of Eq.(13) is the trapping
rate associated with the effective potential (-d - +/w+)k+ . Thus, the above result
is consistent with the physical picture of strong E x B trapping of the resonant
alphas. Using the simulation parameters, the saturation amplitude is estimated at:
O+ c0.068, which is very close to the numerical result of 0.064.
The mode couplings also change the alpha density profile, which in turn affects
the stability of Alfvdn waves. To see this, we write the total alpha density as:
n (x, y) = n*(x) + ho (x,y), with nc(x) and fia (x,y) being the unperturbed and
perturbed alpha density. In Fourier space, fic"(x, y) can be expressed as: fi" (x, y) =
> E 2ifii, ,sin(kx)eikYY. The 1-D density profile nf(x) is obtained by a
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spatial average in y: (n'(x, y)),, and keeping only the ko term in the sum
n'(x) = n'(x) + 2if sin(kozx) (14)
where h = 2i(kg/w+)(ei'4+ x k-)I k- is obtained by integrating f? over velocity
space. A plot of n'(x) with nO(x) = no exp{-(x/Ln)} and the parameters used in
the simulation is given in Fig.5 for Jq12 =0.004. It shows a close resemblance to
the simulation result of Fig.4.
The effect of this change in n'(x) on the stability of mode k+ is determined
by a spatial average of g = [(w*/w) - 1]no(x): = di|j(j) 2g/ f dzl (j)12,
where w* = -ky(8n"(x)/8x). Using 4(x) = 2sin(k+-x)Im(E+e ik+4), we have
= no[(w*o/w) - 1] - (i /2)(w*o/w)Lak+, where w*o = -ky/L, and the second
term is due to the change in na(x) and is always stabilizing. The fluctuation
amplitude necessary for saturation through this change is obtained by requiring
9 < 0, i.e.
S- k+(15)
A comparison between Eq.(13) and (15) indicates that the change in the alpha
density profile is important only for strong instability (-y < w), which happens to be
the case in our simulation. For weak instability (-y < w), saturation through this
change is less effective.
In the presence of magnetic shear, another nonlinear process described in
Ref.(9), namely, the shear induced spatial trapping of the resonant alphas, can
also become important. But, as long as the shear is weak such that 1/kllL, <
(yl;/wd)(k,/ke)(vA/va), where L, is the shear length, the nonlinear process of mode
couplings described here is still the dominant nonlinear process. This is expected
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especially to be the case in the core region of a tokamak where the safety factor
q(r) is nearly flat.
In conclusion, we have shown that the mode couplings arising from the E x B
convection of the resonant alphas are the dominant saturation mechanism for the
alpha driven Alfvin wave instabilities in a shearless slab. The ensuing alpha density
profile in the saturated state indicates an effective displacement of alpha particles
from the core to the outer region but not necessarily alpha particle loss from the
system itself. The displacement of the alphas is induced by a convection rather than
diffusion and occurs in one linear growth period. The size of the displacement is
determined by the radial mode width or the lesser between the radial mode width
and the island width in the presence of magnetic shear. Though the transport does
not lead to the alpha losses from the system, the concomitant alpha power deposition
beyond the q=1 hot region may affect many plasma phenomena such as alpha ripple
loss, sawtooth oscillation, and, through change in the plasma temperature profile,
energy confinement of the bulk plasma.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
1. Potential contours at tw,=5000: (a) 4(x,y), with 0max=0.1389 and (k..in=
-0.1413. (b) (x, y), with ibmax=0.06408 and 0mn=-0.05276.
2. Potential contours at twG=15000: (a) (x, y), with 0,max=0.0 2 092 and Omin=
-0.04782. (b) 4(x, y), with t'max=0.06233 and Omin=-0.04974.
3. Alpha density profile at tw,, =0 (dotted curve) and tw,,=8000 (solid curve).
4. Temporal evolution of the total fluctuation energy Et, where Et is defined as
a sum of convective and magnetic energy: Et = j fd2F[(i4)2 + vi )2.
5. Plot of n"(x) from Eq.(14) with k I1 =0.004.
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